
Farm Gate Midleton €6
From a good takeaway section, there is plenty
for two in this tub with big, tasty chunks of
chicken. This was the favourite of tasters who
liked the balance between creamy and the
medium, but not overpowering, spices. The
texture was natural with no sense of other
thickeners. Delicious!
Score: 8.75

Tesco Finest Chicken Korma €6.99
In a circular tray divided in two, one half has
pilau rice, the other chicken pieces in a creamy
sauce topped with nicely toasted almonds. The
chicken is tender, but has little flavour and
neither has the sauce which includes charma-
gaz, a new flavouring to me, which is made from
ground melon seeds. This korma might suit
those who are afraid of spices. The rice is
undercooked, but improves with heating.
Score: 6.75

Nash To Go, Princes St, Cork €5.75
Large pieces of onion and medium to large
pieces of chicken was another popular choice
of tasters. Flavours include coconut milk spiked
with deliciously lively spices.
Score: 8.

Balti House Chicken Curry €4.49
A divided carton has pilau rice on one side and
a dark coloured sauce with chicken on the
other. The dark colour is from fried onions and
the medium hot spices which have a nice kick of
ginger, turmeric and garam masala in a base of
nicely pulpy tomatoes as we would expect of a
Balti recipe. The rice was little undercooked, but
improved on heating.
Score: 8

Supervalu Signature Tastes Chicken Korma
€5
Medium sized chunks of chicken in a creamy
sauce topped with almond flakes. While the
chicken is tender and has been marinated, it
hasn’t picked up much flavour, but there is a
nice chilli kick to the sauce. The texture is a bit
gloopy, thickened with cornflour rather than
creamy from cream.
Score: 6.5

Marks & Spencer Chicken Korma €5.99
A mild curry, with bare hints of ginger, this one
has a nicely creamy texture from the yoghurt
and cream with just a little cornflour. The
yoghurt dampens the flavour of the spices a
little, but the overall effect is pleasant and there
are no nasty additives.
Score: 7

Dunnes Stores Chicken Korma €3.99
This is quite a sweet korma from the addition of
coconut and sugar, along with skimmed milk
and quite a lot of cornflour which are used to
thicken the sauce instead of cream, so it’s a bit
gloopy. There is some yoghurt too. It also
comes with a little kick of ginger and mild
spices. The rice is coloured with curcumin and
is a little undercooked until well heated.
Score: 6.75

Cully & Sully Chicken Curry €3.49
A tomato base has lots of potatoes and not a lot
of chicken. There is sweetcorn too, some rice
and chickpeas, so it is more a complete meal
than the other samples. The predominant taste
is coconut. I would call it a chicken curry meal
rather than a chicken curry which would likely
feed one hungry person, and not bad value for
that.
Score: 7
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chilly days. It’s easy to make a korma, and
there are plenty of recipes
online for using beef and lamb. It’s not quite
as easy to find a readymade one so we
bought what was available and found six
chicken kormas and got another two curries
to see what they were like.

We didn’t mark these less creamy curries
against the kormas but for their own
flavours and textures as expected from the
packaging. Most portions are plenty for two
people with rice and vegetables such as
peas, beans, or steamed broccoli. Grated
carrot and beetroot are good on the side too
for extra vitamins needed to ward off colds.

Chicken korma is a dish that some
consider a kind of aberration of
Indian food. However, while found in

the north of India, it’s more popular in
Afghanistan and Pakistan and there are
versions in Syria, Lebanon and Turkey, and
no doubt lots of other countries too. It has
come to mean a dish of braised or stewed
food enriched with cream, ghee (clarified
butter) and/or yoghurt which soften the
curry flavours and give it a deliciously
creamy texture.

It can be a good introduction to Middle
Eastern and Eastern cooking, and today we
are looking at it because it is so warming on
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